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Children love to change self-doubt into self-belief. Children relate with the dolphin in this story
as the ocean creatures display him how to have confidence in himself.  This story is longer
rendering it ideal for teenagers or those with a longer attention span. This encouraging story
provides a smile to your face and give your child a tool that will last a lifetime.   Children
relate with the self-doubting dolphin in this tale as the sea creatures present him how to
believe in himself. Watch your son or daughter increase self-esteem and build confidence as
the ocean creatures weave a internet of positive statements. This positive thinking technique
may be used to bolster self-esteem, manage stress, accomplish goals, and boost optimism. This
encouraging tale will bring a smile to that person and give your child a tool which will last a
lifetime. This positive thinking technique may be used to bolster self-esteem, manage tension,
accomplish goals, and increase optimism. Watch your child increase self-esteem and build inner
strength as the ocean creatures weave a web of positive statements. Affirmation Weaver can
be featured on the Indigo Ocean Dreams Audio/CD and is obtainable as an interactive APP
on the iTunes bookstore. The focus is on the actual techniques.  Children love to turn self-
doubt into self-belief. Notice to Mother or father:  Children really enjoy producing positive
statements. It is easier for children than it really is for adults because children still love
themselves. Children are willing and eager to provide themselves a compliment. You know your
child greatest and remember this is not about the reading level. As the stories are suitable for
ages 6-12, do not let this be most of your reason behind selecting. Every child includes a
different emotional maturity, attention span, and need. It is also available in several eBook
formats.
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Great Self-confidence Booster for Kids My 6 1/2-year old's instructor recommended Lori Lite's
books because he's an extremely sensitive child who calls for absolutely everything quite
individually. This has quickly become his preferred of our Lori Lite collection; as the crab
weaves each affirmation, my boy repeats them. I think it's actually helping him build-up his self-
confidence so that he doesn't always feel so crushed by life's small disappointments. He loves
hearing this book before bed as his good-night story! Great illustrations but the book was
nothing special. For younger kids; one affirmation off This is a good book, but not for an
11-year-old. I would say 8 or 9 and younger. Too Repetitive Of both Lori Lite books Not long
ago i purchased, I made a decision to return this one.Indigo Dreams (3 CD Collection):
Children's Bedtime Stories Designed to Decrease Tension, Anger and Anxiety while Increasing
Self-Esteem and Self-AwarenessGiving my males with Aspergers Syndrome a genuine picture
seems to help help their visualization while listening to the CD. This is one of the best books
ever This is among my favorite books ever. The author might be wise to delete that page in
future editions. One of the best books you can obtain your child." Nor would you want to
invalidate his experience. They are either as well young to understand what is happening in
the publication or too aged and feel just like it is usually juvenile making them uncomfortable
and shut down so they feel infantilized and don't think they are getting respected. The boys
appear at me when I'm crazy if I pull this book out. This window for using it is very slim which
makes it less useful. Not the very best tool out now there for self esteem with kids I'm a child
therapist and I can utilize this with younger girls just. Love These books My daughter had a
whole lot of anxiety when she started school. Such gorgeous imagery, simple yet powerful story
telling. As such, I understood it would be a frustrating read for us, and not really serve the
purpose for which it had been designed. I am glad I came across Lori Lite. I thinks kids today
are placed under so very much pressure, looking within my daughters class their are so many
kids biting nails, twisting locks, biting lips all anxious behaviors. Kids need to be kids and I think
relaxation activities and additional therapies need to be utilized.We think these days children
are placed under so much pressure. You can easily just ignore their struggles but as parents
we have to find ways to help them.I really like this book that helps kids have confidence in
themselves and provides them more confidence. FANTASTIC addition to any collection! But
when I couldn't even follow the tale, I knew it could be a struggle for my boy.!! I was very
worried and searching for a way to help her. MANY THANKS for composing such a terrific
series!! Why remind the youngsters of issues they have during the day? I fulfilled Lori at the
National Children's Convention and was able to get my publication signed. I use this reserve
with my yoga exercises classes to greatly help the children know how special they are. Many
thanks Lori Wonderful Illustrations, Good supplement to CD of same subject This was a good
book to learn. It fit in perfectly after we have been hearing Lori Lite's Bedtime Stories CD, like
this 3 CD established: " While that's wonderful, I'm not so sure that is clearly a wise inclusion, as
much parents who might be buying this publication want to build self-esteem in their kids with
learning variations or learning disabilities. This reserve allows me to end up being interactive
about affirmations anytime of the day, while the CD is wonderful for bedtime rest. Also, among
the affirmations is certainly "I learn very easily. It just didn't meet our requirements or engage my
child like the other tale did, the other publication getting Angry Octopus. I found the story to
be a little too longer, and very repetitive, and as such by the time we completed reading it my
child had already moved on to another train of thought. It teaches her how exactly to have
self-confidence and have confidence in herself!! The tale was just too scattered, and didn't
really use language that straight described the actions taking place - to put it another way, it



was too hippy new-age in it's execution. I'll qualify that by saying we are a extremely liberal,
love/peace-driven family members, and I have no problem with modern concepts or even more
unconventional parenting ideas. Social worker, providing services to children in foster care with
traumatic histories - this book, and all in Lori Lite's series, are WONDERFUL! I found these books
by Lori Lite and purchased a bunch. Therefore for this family, it is better off being returned
therefore we can focus on the tales we really enjoy. Five Stars children liked and understood
book Five Stars A wonderful story that my daughter who is 7 enjoyed and got the meanings.
We can't wait to read more of your books. Encouraging designed for kids and parents I have
pretty sensitive kiddos and this book is helping them see how much they need to present in this
great big globe. Thank you to the author for inspiring my kids to trust in themselves and in turn
fill another's bucket! many thanks for your help. Excellent book to develop a childs confidence
in self. You can't fool a kid who has had years of academic complications that he "learns
conveniently. We began scanning this to our girl when she was a toddler. She is today in
kindergarten and reads it herself frequently. I wanted a book such as this to be simple and
powerful, getting to the point of encouraging positive self esteem and affirming thoughts. Five
Stars My boy and I love this book! This reserve just didn't seem to perform that task perfectly.
We read it almost every night! Nice illustrations however the book was nothing special Meant
for really small children. I would recommend this to anyone with a child who's sensitive, or prone
to extreme sulking, or hard to grab of a funk.
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